Direct Simulation of the Self-Assembly of a Small DNA Origami
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Abstract

By using oxDNA, a coarse-grained nucleotide-level model of DNA, we are able to directly simulate the self-assembly of a small 384-base-pair origami from single-stranded scaffold and staple strands in solution. In general, we see attachment of new staple strands occurring in parallel, but with cooperativity evident for the binding of the second domain of a staple if the adjacent junction is already partially formed. For a system with exactly one copy of each staple strand, we observe a complete assembly pathway in an intermediate temperature window; at low temperatures successful assembly is prevented by misbonding while at higher temperature the free-energy barriers to assembly become too large for assembly on our simulation time scales. For high-concentration systems involving a large staple strand excess, we never see complete assembly because there are invariably instances where copies of the same staple both bind to the scaffold, creating a kinetic trap that prevents the complete binding of either staple. This mutual staple blocking could also lead to aggregates of partially formed origamis in real systems, and helps to rationalize certain successful origami design strategies.
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Introduction

DNA nanotechnology is an exciting and rapidly growing field in which the A-T, G-C specificity of DNA’s Watson-Crick base pairing is leveraged to fabricate a wide range of nanostructures and nanodevices. A particularly powerful and now widespread method of creating these structures, named DNA origami, was devised by Rothemund in 2006. This method of DNA self-assembly involves folding a very long DNA strand (typically around 7.5 kilo-bases), termed the scaffold strand, by the action of many short strands, termed staple strands. Each staple strand binds to two or more non-adjacent regions of the scaffold strand, pulling them close together in order to form the target structure. Initially, this method was used to generate 2D structures composed of antiparallel double helices joined by crossovers, where staple strands cross from one region of the scaffold to another. Subsequently, the method was used
to create 3D shapes including structures with a designed curve or twist as well as tensegrity structures.

The ease and reliability of assembly, flexibility of design and addressability of DNA origami structures opens up a variety of practical applications, which are only beginning to be explored. A common use is as a substrate for single-molecule studies, for example to probe hairpin dynamics or the motion of walkers. Other promising applications include use as drug delivery vehicles as artificial membrane channels and nanopores, and as stiff handles for single-molecule mechanical experiments with optical tweezers.

The wide ranging potential applications of DNA origami have motivated efforts to systematically understand the structure and self-assembly of these DNA origami objects. Their detailed structural properties have been revealed by cryo-electron microscopy and have been investigated computationally with all-atom simulations and with models at a much more coarse-grained level. There have also been attempts to better understand their self-assembly through experiment. In a careful study, Sobczak et al. probed the assembly of certain 2D and 3D origami structures, and found rapid assembly in a narrow temperature window for each structure. Further work from the same group attempted to quantify folding quality in origami assembly, by binding fluorescent markers to any single-stranded regions of the scaffold strand. Similarly, Ke and coworkers examined the effect of staple-break positioning on assembly and found that the yield could be very sensitive to this aspect of the design. Very recently, Dunn et al. designed a “dimer” origami that had multiple fully-bonded states, and thus allowed folding pathways to be inferred from the assembly products. The experimental work was complemented with a domain-level kinetic model (which extended and improved upon previous such models) whose predictions were in good agreement with the experimental results, implying that the model predicted a realistic set of folding pathways.

In Ref. Cademartiri and Bishop provided an interesting classification scheme that divides self-assembly into two types, namely a “puzzle” limit in which the assembly materials are separate units, each carrying information about where they should fit in the final structure through specific interactions (e.g. “DNA bricks”); and a “polymer” limit in which a polymer made of a limited number of repeating units folds up, with the topology of the polymer and weak, non-specific interactions between the polymer units determining the final structure (e.g. protein folding). DNA origami self-assembly can be regarded as a mixture of the two, with a long scaffold strand, akin to the polymer limit, which folds by the binding of many short staple strands to specific domains of the scaffold, similar to the puzzle limit. Despite the research efforts described earlier, important open questions remain regarding this mixed-type assembly. In particular, it is not clear whether the assembly is a “nucleated” process (i.e. one with a free-energy barrier), nor how and why certain changes to the origami design lead to different assembly yields.

Simulations can potentially provide insight into the self-assembly process through visualization of the assembly mechanism in a way not possible in experiment. However, all-atom approaches are ruled out as the time and length scales relevant for origami self-assembly are far beyond those that can realistically be achieved with today’s computers. A potential way forward is provided by coarse-grained DNA models, as their simplified representations of DNA allow access to much longer time and length scales. In order to be useful, such models must capture the physics of DNA relevant to the assembly while still being simple enough to permit efficient computation.

The oxDNA model satisfies both of these requirements. oxDNA has proven to be a robust and predictive model of DNA and is being applied to an increasing number of DNA nanotechnology systems. Importantly for this study, it captures the biophysics of DNA likely to be relevant for origami self-assembly, such as hybridization, displacement, and the conformational properties of single-stranded DNA. Furthermore, with a GPU (graphical
In this work we use this model to investigate the self-assembly of DNA origami. We do this by attempting to simulate directly the assembly of a small model origami structure starting from its single-stranded components. For this origami, we are able to identify kinetic traps that hinder self-assembly as well as conditions under which we observe complete assembly. Although computational constraints limit us to considering a small origami design (384 base pairs rather than the usual ∼7000), this still represents by far the largest DNA nanostructure whose self-assembly has been directly simulated. Furthermore, we are confident that many of the insights we obtain are applicable to full-scale origamis.

Results and Discussion

System and model. oxDNA, a coarse-grained model of DNA. In oxDNA, a strand is represented by a chain of rigid bodies, with each rigid body corresponding to a nucleotide. The nucleotides interact through an effective potential designed to capture hydrogen bonding between base pairs, stacking, backbone connectivity and excluded volume interactions. The stacking and hydrogen-bonding terms have a complex form with angular dependence, to capture the geometric constraints of the interactions in DNA. There is no explicit solvent, with the effect of the solvent being incorporated into the interactions between the nucleotides and into the thermostat. The potential is fitted to reproduce the experimentally-determined structure and mechanics of single- and double-stranded DNA as well as the thermodynamics of hybridization. Further details are given in Ref. 36.

The parameterization of the oxDNA model we use here is an “average-base” one in which the strength of the stacking and Watson-Crick base-pairing interactions are independent of the identity of the bases. We use this parameterization, rather than a sequence-dependent one, because we are interested in the generic properties of the self-assembly rather than the specifics of how it depends on sequence. We also note that the only base-pairing interactions allowed in the model are of the Watson-Crick type and only occur between complementary bases; for example, Hoogsteen base pairs are not possible in oxDNA. However, this simplification should not affect our results as such non-Watson-Crick interactions are unlikely to be relevant at the high temperatures where assembly takes place. The oxDNA model is parameterized to a salt concentration of 0.5M, which is representative of the high salt conditions typically used for origami assembly where the electrostatic interactions are largely screened. We also note that an updated version of oxDNA, called oxDNA2, was recently released. Here, we use the original model as the extremely long simulations presented here were started well before the release of the new model. Moreover, the improvements in the new model are unlikely to be important for the self-assembly behaviour that is the focus here, and so the two models would be expected to give very similar results.

To simulate origami self-assembly, we use molecular dynamics (MD) coupled to an Andersen thermostat, which approximates the Brownian motion of DNA in solution. Even at our level of coarse graining, the simulations presented here are computationally very demanding: each of the runs presented required several months of computer time on a GPU.

Assembly of a small origami. In this work, we study the assembly of a small, 384-base-pair origami from single strands in solution. The design of the origami is shown in Fig. 1. Note that the helices in this structure are not perfectly parallel. This is because it is favourable for the helices to bend away from each other at the junctions, which leads to the weave pattern that is also seen in micrographs of DNA origami structures. In our example the relatively small size of the origami and the low number of constraining junctions leads to a further splaying out of the helices.

The scaffold strand can be divided up into 24 16-base domains (labelled 1–24 in Fig. 1 starting from the 3’ end) with each staple strand
binding to two of these domains. There are twelve different staples, which can be divided into four types (Fig. 1). There are two “end” (“E”) staples that bind to two consecutive domains at the two ends of the scaffold in a single double helix. The rest have two double-helical domains, and one staple crossing, where we use staple crossing to refer to the point at which the staple crosses from one region of the scaffold to another, folding the scaffold into the target shape. The non-E staples are classified as “L”, “M” and “R”, corresponding to whether they are on the left, middle or right of the origami when oriented as in Fig. 1. In this design, there are two types of four-way junction: one type involving the M and L staples, which has two staple crossings at the junction, and the other type having just a single staple crossing from one of the R staples.

In order to make origami self-assembly more feasible on our computational time scales, we designed the DNA strands’ sequences to minimize secondary-structure formation in the single strands, as it is known that hairpins can significantly slow down the rate of duplex formation. One consequence of this choice is that misbonding between scaffold and staple strands is somewhat more likely than for random sequences. All the sequences are given in Table S2 in the Supporting Information.

In this work we consider assembly under two different concentration ratios between the staples and scaffold: firstly, we consider a system with a large excess of staples (namely 17-fold) and secondly, a system with a stoichiometric mixture (i.e. only one copy of every staple in our simulation).

In our simulations, we consider the assembly of a single origami, i.e. we have only one scaffold strand in our simulation box. We use a scaffold strand concentration of 7.7 µM, and staple strand concentrations of 7.7 µM and 130.9 µM for the stoichiometric and excess-staple system, respectively. These conditions correspond to an approximately 1000× higher concentration than typical experimental concentrations (for example, Dietz and coworkers used a scaffold strand concentration of 20 nM to assemble 3D origamis). Without such a high strand con-

Figure 1: The design of the complete origami. The 384-base scaffold strand is blue (with the 5’ nucleotide gold), while each of the twelve 32-base staple strands are depicted in a unique colour, in a colour scheme which is maintained throughout this work. The scaffold is divided into 24 binding domains, and the staples are labelled according to their type, “E”, “R”, “M” and “L”, according to their general position in the complete origami structure. As the complete origami is very unlikely to have a planar structure in solution, in order to generate a configuration where the design of the origami is clear, a simulation was run in which we explicitly added an attractive surface onto which the origami adsorbed. Configurations in this and subsequent figures have been visualized using the USCF Chimera package.
centration it would not be feasible to observe self-assembly in our simulations, as almost all the simulation time would be spent waiting for each of the staple strands to find their scaffold domains by diffusing around an enormous simulation box.

It is likely that there is a relatively narrow temperature window for optimal assembly, as evidenced in recent experiments. If the temperature is too low secondary structure in the staples and scaffold can occur, as well as misbonding (that is, Watson-Crick base pairing between bases that are not paired in the target structure) between staples and scaffold. Both these effects may result in kinetic traps which will slow down or even prevent correct assembly. The window will be bounded from above by the melting temperature of the origami, but even below this temperature assembly may be hampered by large nucleation free-energy barriers, a slower attachment rate and an increased rate of melting for partially or fully bound staples.

These latter effects are particularly problematic for the direct simulation of origami assembly. In practice, it may only be possible to see assembly in our simulations on reasonable time scales when the correct binding of a staple to a domain is relatively irreversible, placing our simulations of assembly at the lower end of (or perhaps below, where kinetic trapping is relevant) this optimal temperature window. An important reference temperature in this regard is the oxDNA melting temperature for a single 16-base-pair duplex ($T_{16\text{mer}} = 66\, ^\circ \text{C}$ and $72\, ^\circ \text{C}$ for the stoichiometric and excess-staple assembly DNA strand concentrations, respectively) and so we generally chose to run our simulations close to these temperatures.

Assembly with a large staple excess: 65 $^\circ$C. A kymograph for an assembly with an excess of staples and at a temperature of 65 $^\circ$C is shown in Fig. 2. Of the four assembly runs simulated under these conditions, this one had the most correctly bound domains by the end of the simulation. From this example it is clear that most of the origami is able to assemble correctly, with 20 of the 24 scaffold domains correctly bound at the end of the simulation (see Fig. 3 for a simulation snapshot). There are a number of important features about the nature of the origami self-assembly that can be gleaned from Fig. 2.

Local features of staple binding. Although correct binding of a staple to its corresponding domain on the scaffold is a rare event — the two have first to diffuse close enough to interact — when it does occur it does so relatively rapidly, as seen by the step-like increases in the number of native bonds in a domain from zero to approximately 16. Thus, even at the relatively high concentrations we consider, there is a clear separation between the intermolecular time scales associated with strand diffusion and the intramolecular time scales associated with going from the formation of an initial contact to complete binding of a domain. This behaviour is what we expect based on prior studies of hybridization in oxDNA. In addition, correct binding of a 16-base-pair region is effectively irreversible at this temperature on our time scales.

Global features of origami self-assembly.
Figure 2: A kymograph at 65°C for a single assembly simulation with a 17× excess of staples, starting in an unbonded configuration. Each row shows the state of a domain of the scaffold strand as a function of time. The top half of each row is either white, red or green. Red and green both indicate native base pairing (i.e. the presence of base pairs which are also found in the target structure) in that domain. Red indicates that the staple bound to that domain is blocked by another staple (see main text), while green indicates that it is not. White indicates no native base pairing. The bottom half of each row is either white or blue, with blue indicating misbonding (i.e. the presence of base pairs which are not found in the target structure) and white indicating no misbonding. In all cases, the intensity of the colour corresponds to the fraction of base pairs within the domain which are in that state. On the right, the curly arrows show the binding pattern of the staple strands, with the arrow head showing where the 5′ end of the staple binds.
Firstly, assembly occurs in a relatively parallel manner. In particular, the assembly that is happening in distant sections of the scaffold is relatively independent, as can be seen from the absence of obvious long-range cooperativity in the kymographs for the different assembly runs at 65°C (Fig. 2 and S2). This is to be expected given the small number of crossovers in our relatively simple origami design, meaning that the formation of each domain (along with any associated crossovers) only affects other domains that are close to it. Furthermore, the kymographs also suggest that there is no set order in which the staples bind, although this may partly reflect the relatively low temperatures we have chosen. In particular, the initial binding of each staple appears unaffected by both the nearby and distant state of the partially formed origami.

Secondly, there are some signs of cooperativity in the binding of a staple to the second of its scaffold domains, i.e. the binding of the second domain is not necessarily independent of which adjacent domains are occupied by other staples. Generally, binding the second staple domain can be relatively slow because the relevant parts of the staple-scaffold complex have to diffuse close enough to allow binding. For example, in Fig. 2 a staple correctly binds to scaffold domain 22 after around 0.1 s, but only manages to bind to scaffold domain 21 after a further 0.15 s. Note that these time scales would be better separated for the lower concentrations typical of experimental origami assembly; at these concentrations the binding of the first domain would be much slower while the rate of binding for the second domain would be unchanged.

For the four scaffold domains adjacent to each of the double-crossover junctions (which are bound by an L staple and an M staple), we see a much faster binding of the fourth domain than is typical for an equivalent binding elsewhere in the assembly. This is likely to be because the scaffold strand is constrained by the first three domains to be in a geometry that makes binding of the fourth domain relatively easy. This can be seen separately for scaffold domains 5–8 and 17–20 in the kymograph in Fig. 2 and
simulation snapshots illustrate the process for scaffold domains 17–20 in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Cooperative binding of a staple to form a double crossover. Only domains 17-20 of the scaffold are depicted. The partially bound grey staple is in a favourable configuration to bind to scaffold domain 20 because of the correctly bound yellow staple.

Barriers to complete assembly. (i) Misbonding. The misbonding observed for the assembly simulations can be divided into two types, the first of which is not much of a hindrance to assembly and the second of which is more disruptive. Firstly, it is possible for a staple strand to bind to the scaffold purely by misbonding. This behaviour can be seen in the kymograph in Fig. 2 as the short stretches of blue scattered throughout the graph. Such events are common in the initial stages of the simulation when most of the scaffold is still available for binding. However, these misbonded configurations only persist for a relatively short amount of time before melting away and, during the time they are present, the number of base pairs fluctuates a lot as the duplexes fray and reform. For these reasons, they offer little resistance to correct assembly of the origami at this temperature.

The second type of misbonding can occur when a staple is correctly bound to one of its scaffold domains. It is then sometimes favourable to extend the double helix beyond the end of this domain as it may be able to form some base pairs with the next domain (for example, see Fig. 5(a)). This type of misbonding is more persistent (see scaffold domains 6 and 8 in Fig. 2), because the strands involved are unlikely to detach from the scaffold due to their correctly bound domain, and is thus potentially more detrimental to the assembly.

This persistent misbonding can interfere with origami assembly in two ways. Firstly, it will be harder for the misbonding scaffold domain to be bound by the correct staple, because the domain is partially blocked by the misbonding staple. Note that this is not too much of a hindrance, because the correct staple still has the possibility of beginning to bind to some of the free scaffold bases, after which it will potentially be able to displace the misbonded staple. For example, in Fig. 2 the correct staple is able to bind to domain 8 at around 0.11 s despite the misbonding in domain 8 due to the staple bound to domain 9, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) (although in this case it happens to melt later in the simulation, probably partly due to misbonding from the domain 9 staple).

Secondly, persistent misbonding makes it harder for the strand that is misbonded to find its own correct second scaffold domain. Again, this only slows down rather than stops assembly, because there is still some of the staple unbound and available (this amount can fluctuate considerably) to bind to the correct domain, although clearly the misbonding will often impose severe geometrical constraints on the staple bases that remain free. For example, in Fig. 2 the staple correctly bound to domain 5 misbonds with domain 6, but is still able to bind later to domain 8. Relevant simulation snapshots are shown in Fig. 5(e) and Fig. 5(f).

We should note both that, as mentioned earlier, the sequence we have used makes misbonding more likely than for a random sequence, and that oxDNA tends to overestimate the thermodynamic stability of misbonded states somewhat. Therefore, we expect that misbonding is less likely to be a problem for real DNA at an equivalent temperature. Nevertheless, in both simulation and experiment, as the temperature is decreased the misbonding that occurs is expected to become more persistent, until at sufficiently low temperature it can be effectively irreversible, and hence prevent complete assembly. This will be explored more when considering stoichiometric assembly, where we have performed simulations at lower temperatures.
Figure 5: A series of snapshots from the trajectory corresponding to the kymograph in Fig. 2, illustrating misbonding and blocking. Only the scaffold domains 5–10, and any staples with at least one base pair with those scaffold domains, are depicted. Note that some staple domains are bound to a scaffold domain that is not shown. The base sites are coloured white if unpaired, green if natively-bonded and unblocked, yellow if misbonded and red if blocked. (a) An extract from the kymograph in Fig. 2 is shown, with letters along the top showing where the snapshots appear in the kymograph. (b) A staple is natively bound to domain 9 and partially misbonded to domain 8. (c) A correct staple comes in to bind to domain 8, although there is still some misbonding in domain 8 due to the domain 9 staple. (d) Before the domain 8 staple can complete its binding by binding to domain 5, a second copy of the same staple binds to domain 5, as well as partially misbonding to domain 6. (e) The original staple, which bound to domain 8, melts off, partly due to the domain 9 staple misbonding with domain 8. The domain 5 staple is now no longer blocked. (f) A copy of the domain 9 staple comes in and binds to domain 10, blocking the domain 9 staple. (g) A new staple comes in and binds to domains 6 and 7, while the domain 5 staple binds to domain 8, finishing its binding. Although domains 5–8 are correctly bound, the blocking in domains 9 and 10 remains.
(ii) Blocking. The major obstacle to complete assembly of the origami in our simulations is what we have termed “blocking”. This denotes the case where two copies of the same staple each bind to one of the two scaffold domains for that staple, thus preventing either copy from reaching its fully-bound state. An example configuration for such a state is shown in Fig. 5(e). These blocking states are long-lived on our simulation time scales and at 65 °C we have never observed a blocked configuration involving two R staples to be resolved.

These blocking events will be most prevalent when the time scale for the intramolecular process of a staple binding to its second scaffold domain is of the same order as that for the intermolecular process of a staple initially binding to the scaffold. In the examples of blocking that we have observed, misbinding often plays a role in hindering the binding of a staple to its second scaffold domain. This could either be because the staple’s second domain is itself involved in misbonding (for example, see the kymograph in Fig. 2 and the snapshots shown in Fig. 5 where a staple is correctly bound to scaffold domain 9 and misbonds to scaffold domain 8, eventually allowing a second staple to come into scaffold domain 10 and block the original staple) or because the second scaffold domain required for complete binding is partially blocked by misbonding by a different staple.

Recovering from blocking. Conceptually, the most straightforward way for the partial assembly to recover from blocking is by one of the blocking staples melting away from the scaffold. However, this is rare at 65 °C, because we have chosen to work in the “downhill” temperature regime, i.e. where the binding of every staple domain is downhill in free energy (as mentioned earlier, observing assembly in simulations at higher temperatures is less tractable because of the reduced binding rates and increased detachment rates). At higher temperatures, this mechanism is likely to be more important, for example where a staple is only stable when its second domain has bound. Blocking is likely to be less of a problem at these temperatures, and in particular at the temperature where a complete origami first becomes stable on annealing.

A potentially easier way to recover from blocking at 65 °C is through one blocking staple displacing the other. The displacing staple cannot form a continuous helix when initiating this displacement. In this sense, it is a “remote-toehold” displacement. The likelihood of this form of displacement will in part depend on any geometrical constraints stemming from the rest of the origami structure. For example, for blocks involving the M (or L) staples, if the adjacent L (or M) staple is correctly bound then the crossover will bring the unbound domains of the blocking staple strands in a favourable position to initiate displacement (e.g. Fig. 4 shows a fully bound L staple creating a more favourable geometry for the neighbouring M staple).

By contrast, for blocks involving R staples, the rest of the origami provides no such constraints, as in our small origami the R staples form single crossovers (Fig. 1). Instead the most likely configuration is one where there is coaxial stacking between the bound ends of the staples, so that the unbound domains are as far away as possible from each other. In this case, coaxial stacking refers to stacking between the adjacent ends of two staples. An example of this is seen for domains 9 and 10 in Fig. 5(f). Finally, misbonding of the blocking staples to other scaffold domains will again make displacement less likely.

The melting of one of the blocking strands can be assisted by misbonding from another staple with a free domain. A possible example of this can be seen in Fig. 2, where the staple natively bonded to scaffold domain 9 competes for base pairs in scaffold domain 8 with a blocking staple from about 0.1 s to about 0.17 s, after which the blocking staple falls off. This is illustrated with simulation snapshots in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d). By forming some misbonds with the scaffold domain, the misbonding strand can partially compensate for the lost base pairs on melting the blocking strand, in a process somewhat analogous to strand displacement. Although this kind of blocking resolution involves a reduction in base pairing, it is geometrically easier than displacement by the other blocking strand because the misbonding strand is adja-
cent (along the scaffold strand) to the domain to which it misbonds.

The majority of the blocking that we observe involves the R staples, and at 65 °C seems to be effectively irreversible. By contrast, blocking involving the M or L staples is more transient. Note that, while L and R staples can enhance M staple melting by misbonding, and M staples can do the same for L staples, R staples cannot be subject to any such effect. This is because the free ends belonging to the staple strands adjacent to the R staples are too far from the R staples’ domains, a consequence of the single crossover that the R staple forms.

In fact, we have never seen blocking involving M (L) staples when the adjacent L (M) staple is fully bound. There are a number of factors that potentially contribute to this behaviour: (i) As discussed above, if a fully bound L (M) staple is already in place, an adjacent M (L) staple that subsequently binds its first domain will rapidly bind its second, leaving little opportunity for a blocking strand to bind. (ii) If a blocking pair of L (M) staples are in place, binding of the second domain of an adjacent M(L) staple may be hindered by misbonding from the free end of one of the blocking strands. (iii) In the above situation, the cost of forming the junction when binding the second domain will also be increased somewhat due to the presence of the single-stranded tails of the blocking strands. The tails may have to break stacking at the junction and will have reduced conformational entropy due to steric constraints caused by the presence of other nearby strands (a somewhat similar free-energy penalty has been found for initiating displacement because the displacement generates a second single-stranded tail). Interestingly, in separate simulations of an origami with a blocking pair of L (M) staples and an adjacent fully bound M (L) staple not only did we find that sometimes one of the blocking strands would displace the other, but that sometimes the fully bound staple would melt off.

Blocking in real origami self-assembly. Clearly, the relatively high concentrations that we are using play a role in the frequency of these blocking events, as they increase the rate of intermolecular binding without affecting intramolecular binding. However, although experimental origamis are typically assembled at much lower concentrations, there are strong reasons to suggest that blocking might still be a hindrance for assembly. Firstly, a full-size origami has many more staples, and a small number of key staples failing to fully bind due to blocking could be highly detrimental. Secondly, the longer scaffold strand and potentially multiple scaffold domains per staple strand will increase the time scale for intramolecular binding compared to our simple design, boosting the chance of staple blocks occurring. The longer scaffold strand leads to designs which often involve staples with domains that are much further apart along the scaffold strand than for our design, so that completing the binding of each staple can take much longer. Meanwhile, when staples that bind to three or more scaffold domains are used it is possible for the domains at the two ends of the staples to bind first, in which case the binding of the middle domain may be hindered by the absence of a free end to facilitate wrapping of the two strands around each other. Thus it may be necessary for one of the end domains to dissociate before binding can be completed, a potentially slow process.

Effects analogous to staple blocking have been seen in experiments with DNA tweezers, with dimerisation between tweezers being observed. In addition, in the DNA walker experiments of Tomov et al., increasing the fuel strand concentration was found to decrease the stepping yield for one of the designs, even though it increased the initial rate of stepping. Simultaneous binding of two copies of the fuel strand was identified as the cause of this reduction in yield. For that system, the effect was observed for fuel concentrations as low as 50 nM, while the distance between the two domains to which a single fuel strand was intended to bind was 5-10 nm. This observation suggests that staple blocking might be relevant at staple strand concentrations of ~50 nM and perhaps even lower, especially when remote domains of the scaffold must be bound by a single staple.

We note that, while the amount of time required might be prohibitively long in practice,
displacement or melting of the blocking staples will eventually resolve the blocking we observe. However, one or more of the blocking staples may bind to another scaffold in the meantime, which would cause unwanted aggregates of multiple partially-formed origamis to form. The experiments of Bae et al.,55 where origami assembly is initiated from a scaffold strand that is both under tension and fully loaded with staples that are only bound to a single domain, provide interesting insights into these processes. When the tension is reduced, assembly mediated by the displacement of blocking strands is observed, but the heterogeneity in the assembly products (as evidenced by the wide range of extensions observed when tension is applied to the product) indicates the possibility of persistent staple blocking. Note that the immobilization of the scaffold strand on a surface makes aggregation unlikely in this experiment.

Other simulation runs. We performed four simulation runs in total at this temperature (65°C) – kymographs for the other runs are shown in Fig. S2, and show similar patterns of behaviour. In all four runs blocking prevents complete assembly, with the run described above getting closest to completion. At the end of the simulations, the other three runs had 10, 18 and 18 correctly bound domains, with 10, 4 and 4 domains blocked, respectively, compared to 20 correctly bound domains and 2 blocked domains for the simulation run described above. Longer simulations confirm that the blocking involving R strands is effectively irreversible on our time scales at this temperature.

Excess-staple assembly annealed at a higher temperature: 70°C. We have seen that the assembly run with a large staple excess was hindered by staple blocking, preventing complete assembly on the time scales simulated. One way to resolve the blocks might be to increase the temperature somewhat, so that both partially-bound staples are more likely to melt off the scaffold during the simulation, and displacement is more likely due to enhanced fraying. We tested this idea by performing four runs beginning from the end points of previous lower temperature runs (which had been run for approximately 0.8 s), and raising the temperature to 70°C.

A kymograph of one of these runs is shown in Fig. 6. From this graph it is clear that, although the annealing is allowing blocks to be resolved, new blocks are also being formed, and so overall there is no net progress towards forming a complete origami. The same is true of the other three runs performed.

Resolution of blocking. Examples of the three possible ways of resolving blocking mentioned above are evident in the kymograph of Fig. 6 with snapshots illustrating these processes shown in Fig. 7.

Firstly, we see an example of blocking resolution by displacement, in this case for an R staple, in scaffold domains 21 and 22 at around 1.3 s. The difficulty of this kind of displacement is highlighted in the simulation snapshots in Fig. 7(a), where the scaffold strand has both to break coaxial stacking and to bend quite sharply, a rare configuration, in order for the displacement to begin.

Secondly, we see an example of blocking resolution by melting for the R staple whose target is scaffold domains 15 and 16. At around 1.3 s the blocking staple bound to domain 15 melts off, and then approximately 0.05 s later the other staple binds to domain 15, completing its binding to the scaffold (Fig. 7(b)).

Thirdly, an example of misbonding aiding blocking resolution occurs for scaffold domain 8, after slightly less than 1.2 s. Here we see the loss of a blocking staple in scaffold domain 8 at the same time as the staple bound to scaffold domain 7 misbonds with domain 8 (Fig. 7(c)). It is likely that this misbonding plays a role in accelerating the melting of the blocking staple.

Formation of new blocks. However, at this higher temperature we also see instances of fully bound staples becoming partially unbound and then subsequently blocked. This behaviour is perhaps not surprising, as the higher temperature will slightly destabilise correctly bound staples as well as blocking ones.

An example of melting of a fully bound staple followed by blocking is given by the R staple bound to domains 3 and 4. At around 2.12 s the part of the staple bound to domain 4 melts off,
and shortly after that a copy of the staple comes in and binds to domain 4, forming a block.

At the start of the simulation an L staple is correctly bound to scaffold domains 12 and 13. However at around 1.3 s domain 13 melts, probably facilitated by misbonding from the staple bound to domain 14. This allows another copy of the original staple to bind to domain 13, thus generating a blocked configuration.

Overall, our annealing simulations at 70 °C with an excess of staples showed no progress, that is, on average there are no fewer blocking staples at the end of the simulation than there were at the beginning. In other words, the enhanced rate of resolving blocking appears to be roughly equal to the increased rate of forming new blocking pairs. If this really is the case, it would imply that the thermodynamically favourable state for the system is a partially assembled origami with some blocking strands. This may be partly due to the small simulation box and large staple excess (equivalently, very high strand concentration). The scaffold strand gains configurational entropy when the origami has blocks rather than being correctly bound, as an origami with blocks has fewer junctions constraining the scaffold strand. However, the system also loses translational entropy (equivalent to the translational entropy one of the staples would have had if it could diffuse freely) for each blocking pair. By raising the strand concentration, we reduce this loss of translational entropy (without significantly affecting the configurational entropy of the scaffold strand), shifting the balance in favour of staple blocking.

**Assembly with a stoichiometric strand mixture.** Having established that, for our high-concentration, large-staple-excess simulations, staple strand blocking prevents completed assembly, at least on the time scales accessible to us through simulation, the obvious question is how we can get around this problem. We have seen above that simply annealing such assemblies at higher temperature is not enough.

One approach would be to lower the staple concentration to something comparable to the concentrations used in experiment. This would have two positive effects: (i) it would increase the translational entropy penalty for blocking, and (ii) it would lead to a greater separation between the time scales for a staple binding its second domain and the initial binding of a staple to the scaffold, thus making it more likely that each staple would fully bind before it could be blocked by a second staple. Unfortunately it would no longer be feasible to observe assem-
Figure 7: Simulation snapshots and corresponding kymographs (right) showing resolution of blocking by various mechanisms during annealing at 70°C with a large staple excess. For clarity, only the relevant section of the scaffold is shown in each case. Note that some staple domains are bound to a scaffold domain that is not shown. The nucleotides are coloured as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5.

(a) Blocking resolution by displacement. The purple strand bound to domain 22 displaces its competing blocking strand bound to domain 21, thus achieving complete binding. The middle panel shows an intermediate in the strand-displacement reaction.

(b) Blocking resolution by melting. The olive blocking strand bound to domain 15 melts off, making this domain available for binding. About 0.05 s later, the orange staple binds to domain 15, completing its binding to the scaffold.

(c) Blocking resolution facilitated by misbonding. In the left panel, the olive strand (bound to domain 8) and golden strand (bound to domain 5) are blocking each other. The gray strand (natively bound to domain 7) is misbonding with scaffold domain 8, preventing the olive strand from fully binding to that domain. In the right panel, the olive strand has melted off, having been unable to fully bind to domain 8. The golden strand is now no longer blocked and is free to bind to domain 8. Note that the brown strand (bound to domain 9) is also misbonding with the now vacated scaffold domain 8.
bly in our simulations under these conditions, as the vast majority of the computational effort would then be spent simulating strands diffusing around the box.

We take an alternative approach: while keeping the same simulation box size, we simulate a stoichiometric assembly, with only one copy of each staple in the simulation box. The design of the origami remains unchanged. Four simulations were run for each of the five temperatures considered. Fig. 8 shows example kymographs for simulations at 50°C, 60°C and 65°C: the simulation represented in Fig. 8b is the only one of the twenty runs that led to complete assembly of the origami.

**General features.** The features of the stoichiometric assembly are in some ways very similar to those of the excess-staple assembly. The staples can bind more or less in parallel, misbonding is still evident, and the time scales for intra- and inter-molecular binding are still comparable, even though binding the first staple domain is now significantly slower due to the lower staple concentration (fortunately the lower number of nucleotides in the simulation box means that each simulation step is cheaper, so that simulating the assembly is still feasible). As with the excess-staple assembly, binding the second staple domain can be slow, especially at 50°C where there is a lot of misbonding, and in the absence of staples bound to nearby scaffold domains which might help to provide a favourable scaffold geometry (cooperativity in forming the fourth domain around a four-way junction with two crossovers is still very clear).

However, by design the most detrimental effect for our assembly simulations, staple blocking, is no longer possible. As a result, a complete assembly was achieved, at 60°C. The kymograph for this simulation is shown in Fig. 8(b) and snapshots illustrating the pathway are shown in Fig. 9 (note that the complete origami (Fig. 9(i)) invariably has a non-planar configuration). In addition, in Fig. S4, we report how a number of geometric descriptors (such as the radius of gyration of the scaffold) evolve with time for this trajectory. Note that this trajectory was the only one to reach completion of the four simulations run at 60°C, all of which ran for roughly the same length of time (2.8 s). However, it seems very likely that the others would have also completed their assembly relatively easily if given more time as there are no obvious kinetic traps.

**Optimal assembly window.** As expected, we find that there is an optimal temperature window for observing assembly on our simulation time scales. Misbonding is observed more frequently at lower temperatures, as can clearly be seen from the regions of blue in Fig. 8(a). The misbonding hinders the assembly, because it makes it harder for both the correct staple to bind and for the staple involved in misbonding to bind to its correct domains. On the other hand, at higher temperatures (see e.g. Fig. 8(c) and Fig. S3(b)) the staple binding rate is reduced and the rate of melting correctly bound staples increases. These competing effects lead to assembly being fastest at intermediate temperatures. For the stoichiometric mixture, we ran simulations at 50°C, 55°C, 60°C, 65°C and 70°C. We found that only was the only complete assembly observed at 60°C, but on average simulations at this temperature showed the largest number of correctly bound domains for any given simulation time.

**Conclusions**

This work represents a significant milestone in the simulation of DNA nanotechnology: we have simulated the complete assembly of by far the largest DNA nanostructure ever studied using a nucleotide-level, continuous-space model. In the course of our investigations we have identified a number of interesting features of origami self-assembly.

We have identified staple blocking as the biggest barrier to assembly for our system. It is important to note that our assembly is atypical in two ways: the strand concentration is roughly 1000× larger than for a typical assembly, and the origami structure is roughly 20× smaller than a typical origami. The very high concentration will make blocking more likely, as it increases the binding rate of each staple’s initial domain without affecting the binding rate
Figure 8: Kymographs for stoichiometric assembly simulations at (a) 50°C, (b) 60°C and (c) 65°C.
Figure 9: Snapshots along the pathway to complete assembly for the trajectory of Fig. 8(b). The completely assembled origami is shown in (i) – note that due to the small number of crossovers the structure is not very well constrained and so looks quite disordered compared to the configuration shown in Fig. 8 where the origami is constrained to be planar by adsorption onto a surface. The scaffold strand is shown in blue and staple strands are shown in other colours. Unpaired base sites are white, natively-bonded base sites are green, and misbonded base sites are yellow. Only staple strands with at least one base pair formed with the scaffold are shown. Cadnano-style schematics are shown, illustrating the assembly progress, with ovals highlighting the most recently bound scaffold domain.
for its second domain. Additionally, in order to see assembly on reasonable computational time scales, we had to work at a temperature where the binding of any staple to any scaffold domain is free-energetically downhill, thus helping to stabilize the blocked state.

Nevertheless, there are several factors which suggest that staple blocking might also be important for experimental origami self-assembly. They are all related to the fact that experimental origamis are typically much larger and more complex than the simple design we have simulated. Firstly, in our design, a partially bound staple must only bind to one more scaffold domain, and that domain will not be too far away from the first, so that it is not too difficult for a staple to complete its binding. On the other hand a typical origami design, which is much larger and more complicated, will imply a much slower binding completion rate for each staple, leaving a much larger window of opportunity for a competing staple to bind to the scaffold in the mean time. In addition, a typical origami will need to incorporate many more staple strands, so that even a low probability of a given staple becoming blocked could lead to the blocking of a significant number of staples. Finally, staples which bind particularly distant stretches of the scaffold together are the most likely to be hindered by staple blocking, and also are likely to be the most vital for the proper folding of the origami.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that staple blocking may be an important obstacle to assembly for some designs, and certainly for unusually high strand concentrations. As noted earlier, experimental results for a DNA walker show an effect analogous to blocking occurring at strand concentrations as low as 50 nM.

We emphasise that, whereas in our simulations a partially formed origami with a few staple blocks appeared to be the thermodynamic equilibrium near to the melting point, this will almost certainly not be the case at the low strand concentrations typical of experiment (\(\sim 10\) nM). In a low-concentration assembly, any blocking staples that bind will be slowly replaced by correct binding, as long as the assembly is cooled sufficiently slowly to allow this to happen. We can see this from the very large free-energy penalty suffered from a blocking pair of staples (compared to a single fully bound staple), due to the loss of translational entropy of one of the staples. Thus it should be possible to overcome staple blocking with sufficiently slow annealing. However, if the system is cooled too quickly, or deliberately quenched to a lower temperature as in Ref. 27, blocking is one of the likely mechanisms preventing robust assembly of the target structure, and may lead to aggregation.

Ke and coworkers found that positioning staple breaks so that each staple had a long (14-base-pair) middle domain and many shorter domains permitted high yields, while positioning the longest domains at the ends of the strands or having equal lengths for all domains led to little or no successful assembly. It is interesting to note that the success of the high-yield strategy is consistent with our findings regarding staple blocking. For an annealed assembly with staples with long middle domains (the high-yield strategy), we would expect each staple to experience the following (and therefore avoid being blocked): (i) initially, in a certain temperature window one copy of the staple is able to bind its long domain, leaving only shorter domains available for competing copies, so that any competing copies which happen to bind will quickly melt off (ii) either at that temperature or as the temperature is lowered further, this partially bound staple will be able to bind to the other, shorter scaffold domains before any copies can come in and block it.

In general the assembly we have studied is relatively parallel in nature – that is, assembly in distant parts of the structure occurs relatively independently, with no set order in which the staples bind. This is again probably in part due to the necessity of simulating the assembly at a temperature where binding of a staple to any scaffold domain is stable, in order to make assembly computationally tractable. This parallel aspect would also be expected to apply to larger and more complex origamis when quenched to this temperature regime. However, our results also show evidence for cooperativ-
ity between staples in certain cases, which occurs when staples bring together distant parts of the scaffold strand, enhancing the geometry for other staples to bind their second domains. This inter-staple cooperativity, which has been incorporated in theoretical studies of origami assembly, is particularly evident in the case of the four-way junction formed by the L and M staples.

For a typical experimental design, which will be larger and potentially more complex than our simple origami, there is a greater potential for cooperativity, as (i) a partially bound staple can have more neighbouring staples than for our design, which can lead to an even more constrained, and so more favourable, local scaffold geometry, (ii) scaffold domains which are to be connected by a single staple may be separated by a much greater distance along the scaffold strand than for our small origami design, so that larger gains are made by constraining the scaffold geometry, and (iii) on annealing in experiment assembly is likely to first occur when there is a nucleation barrier to assembly, and where it is more favourable to first bind staples that involve less loss in scaffold entropy. This enhanced cooperativity suggests the possibility of there being nucleation sites in partially assembled origamis, where closing one staple accelerates the closing of the neighbouring staple, which on closing aids its neighbour, and so on. Having said this, it is also likely that the self-assembly of such large structures would also have a parallel aspect.

In addition, we expect a clear intra-staple cooperativity effect at experimental strand concentrations. Although in our simulations the time scales for binding the first staple domain are similar to those of binding the second staple domain, this will not be the case at experimental concentrations, which will greatly reduce the rate of binding the first staple domain while leaving the rate of binding the second domain unchanged. Thus, once a staple has bound its first domain to the scaffold, the second domain will bind relatively very fast for the origami we have considered.

Optimal temperature windows for origami assembly have been identified in experiment. We see similar features in our simulations. At lower temperatures, misbonding is more prevalent, which hinders correct binding. For the more complex designs typical of experiment, it is likely that this effect will be even more pronounced, as there is more opportunity for misbonding to cause kinetic traps if the assembly is cooled too rapidly. Meanwhile, at high temperatures staples form native base pairs with the scaffold more slowly, and staples that have partially or fully bound to the scaffold are more likely to melt off.

However, in our simulations, in order to see assembly on computationally feasible time scales, the temperature had to be sufficiently low that the native binding of a staple to a scaffold domain was always free-energetically downhill. This condition, though, leads to, for example, blocking being a potential kinetic trap hindering assembly. In experiment, it is likely that assembly occurs with highest fidelity at somewhat higher temperatures where there is a nucleation free-energy barrier to assembly that helps prevent the formation of incorrect structures. Performing assembly simulations in this regime, which would require the use of advanced rare-event techniques, is a challenge we hope to address in future work.

The work described here is very much complementary to domain-level kinetic models of origami assembly. Here, we are able to provide detailed microscopic insights and naturally capture the geometric and topological properties of the strands involved, but are much more restricted in time and length scales than the kinetic models. Furthermore, oxDNA can help parameterize the polymer modelling used in such domain-level models through detailed characterization of the thermodynamics of smaller model motifs.

**Methods**

All of the assembly simulations were run with a Brownian dynamics simulation algorithm, consisting of a molecular dynamics (MD) algorithm plus an Andersen-like thermostat. The simulation parameters used are given in Table S1.
The initial configurations for the assembly runs were generated by simulating the appropriate single strands in a periodic box (with artificial polyA sequences to prevent any base pairing) for \(10^7\) simulation steps. The assembly simulations were run for up to \(6 \times 10^{10}\) simulation steps. In order to make simulating thousands of nucleotides with oxDNA feasible, the algorithm was run on graphical processing units (GPUs), devices suitable for parallel computation of pairwise forces, giving up to a 25× speed-up over a typical CPU.

Inferring the physical time elapsed during an assembly run simulated with an Andersen-like thermostat is not straightforward. The energy and length scales within the model suggest a conversion from simulation time units to physical units of \(3.03 \times 10^{-12}\) s per simulation time unit. However, this is likely to lead to an underestimate of the times relevant to self-assembly because it does not take into account the reduction in time scale separations often inherent in coarse graining, e.g. speeding up diffusion relative to microscopic time scales. In fact, the appropriate time unit conversion for the model will likely be different for different processes. Here, we use a conversion factor obtained by considering the rate of hybridization of a 16-base-pair domain, as this is likely to be the important time scale for the assembly. This leads us to a rough conversion factor of \(10^{-8}\) s per simulation time unit or \(5 \times 10^{-11}\) s per simulation step (the details of the calculation that led to this result are given in the Supporting Information).
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